New Histories Furnish Background For "Wilson"

Since the first preview of the motion picture "Wilson" has been shown to the teachers in the college, the students have heard little but praise for it. Because a well-written story, they will also have the opportunity to see this fine picture.

Because "Wilson" is primarily an educational and historically authentic movie the students as well as the teachers are urged to review the history of President Wilson's time. Besides the numerous history books in the library, Nels R. Kam penga, librarian, wishes to call to the reader's attention three outstanding books, the contents of which are not found in a history survey.

The first of these books is "Unfinished Business" by Stephen Bonsal. It is composed exclusively of extracts from Colonel Bonsal's diary written during the Peace Conference 1918-1919. Unquestionably, he felt would be indirect to publish such a book, but now he has been convinced that an unfinished story of the fall of our nation may help us now.

Any plans for a just and lasting peace can be blocked by a minority consisting of one-third in the U.S. Senate. Should any minority group be permitted to retain this power? Go to the library and ask for the book, "The American Senate and Peace," written by Kenneth Colegrove.

The third book Mr. Kam penga recommends is "Victory Without Peace," by Roger Burlingame and Alan Stevens. It is a new kind of history which, with the reality of a newsteel, presents the plots and controllers of forces here and abroad that resulted in the lost peace of World War I. This book, as few others, gives the reader a clear picture of Wilson's losing fight for peace.

NOTICE
Classes scheduled for 10 a.m. this morning will be held at 10 a.m. on Thursday, November 9.

Double Or Nothing --- Take It Or Leave It

The disadvantage in being a twin is that one of them is often mistaken for the other, but this not so with the Jacobi twins. Bernette and Ber nice have no mistaken identity problems because they aren't identical twins. Although they both have blue eyes and light brown hair, they do not otherwise resemble each other. Bernette is an inch taller than Ber nette and wears glasses. The girls do not dress alike and haven't since they were about eleven years old.

Both of them arefrom Greeley, Colorado and are freshmen this year. They like and dislike the same things and are both enrolled in the Rural division.

Another set of "twins" in CSTC's halls this year are the Johnsons. The Alice Johnsons are not actually twins but only have the same name. As L'il Abner would say, "It ain't amozin', it's confoozin'."

Merve And Irene Sell College Eat Shop

CSTC students were sorry to learn that Merve and Irene Masten, the genial owners of the "College Eat Shop" have recently sold it. The new owners are Eva Browik and Andrew Payzer.

Eva and Andrew come from Chicago, where they owned and operated a restaurant. They plan to carry on business just as usual, and hope that the students will continue to consider the Eat Shop their "second Alma Mater".

Merve and Irene have been here since September, 1939. They plan to move back to their home in Wisconsin Rapids, and according to Merve, will take a few months' vacation.

"We're sorry to go," Merve and Irene said, feelingly. "We'll miss you, dear friends." They are sure to be missed by all. The "College Eat Shop" will continue to be a favorite place for students of CSTC.

Play To Be Produced

College Theater is now hard at work on another play. It is "Helena's Triangle," an hilarious one-act comedy. The plot involves Paris, who runs off with Helena, the wife of Menelaus. Oh, what a beautiful triangle! The plot may be taken from the ancient Greek, but the treatment is anything but ancient!

It will be presented November 20 at an assembly. The cast is: Helena, Dorothy Jenkins; Menelaus, Le Roy Rogers; Paris, Bob Gebhart; Andromeda, Frank Kostuck; and Tsumre, Betty Pohlan.

The technical staff has not been announced. Leland M. Burroughs is directing the play.

Add New Equipment

An Iron Fireman Stocker, an automatic gas hot water heater and a gas stove comprise new equipment that has been called recently in the Rural Demonstration school. Prior to the addition of the gas stove an old oil stove was used. The gas stove is very convenient to use when Miss Besie La Vigne prepares the hot lunches that are served to all pupils at noon.

Librarian Discusses "Women And Books"

Miss Aileen MacGeorge, librarian at the Public library, gave a talk on "Women and Modern Books" at a meeting of Sigma Tau Delta, honorary English fraternity, held at Miss Mildred Davis' apartment on October 23. A list of new members was drawn up. Apple cider and French doughnuts were served after the business meeting.

A short pledging meeting was held on October 30 in the Student Union. The pledges are: Ellen Gordon, Ethel Walter, Gertrude Heike, Margaret Rogers; Paris, Bob Gebhart; Andromeda Walters, Elvira Lindow, Marjorie Stimm, Amazo Nazon, Jane Miller, Dorothy Davids, Marion Hemmrich and Bernadine Peterson.

Good Bye, Irene and Merve!

Dr. Clarence Jayne Resigns Position At Training School

Accepts Position In West

Dr. Clarence D. Jayne has resigned his position as teacher at Central State Teachers college to accept a civil service teaching position at a war related center. Mr. Jayne's health made it necessary for the family to move to a drier climate and a higher altitude.

Mr. Jayne was invited to accept a position at the college Training school staff by former President Baldwin in 1929. Since then he has been a teacher of the sixth grade in the Training school. He continued graduate work after coming here at the University of Wisconsin where the degree of Ph. D. was conferred upon him in 1942. While he was especially interested and active in the developing of audio-visual education.

He was called to Spokane, Washington, recently by the death of his mother and remained in the west. His family has been at Greeley, Colorado since June.

Mrs. Raymond M. Rightsell took over Dr. Jayne's duties for a little over a week and since then Mrs. Leeland M. Burroughs has been continuing it.

Nat'l Education Week Is Being Observed

The week of November 5-11 has been set aside by the National Education association as American Education Week. The purpose of this week is to arouse national interest in education.

The theme for this week is "Education for New Tasks". Every day of the week has an individual objective, namely: Sunday, Building Worldwide Brotherhood; Monday, Winning the War; Tuesday, Improving Schools for Tomorrow; Wednesday, Developing an Enduring Peace; Thursday, Preparing for the New Technology; Friday, Educating all the People; Saturday, Bettering Community Life.

One of the main objectives of this year's education week is to urge parents to "visit your schools". A knowledge of the problems faced by teachers enables parents to suggest improvements more wisely.

Publicity Editor Chosen

Mary Ellen Due has recently been appointed Publicity Editor of the Pointer staff. It is her duty to notify home town newspapers when students of CSTC participate in out of school activities, organizations and events. Mary is also a member of the typing staff of the Pointer.
**Khomi Comments**

Several college classes held a talk given by Lt. Jack Davis, son of Lawrence K. Davis of the college maintenance staff, on army life in Australia and New Guinea. Jack gave a humorous picture of the natives and their habits from the old men down to the small children, whose chief function is to serve as watchdogs in the natives' gardens. He also described climatic conditions, giving a vivid picture of the drainage and mold problems and of the tropical diseases. Jack is now being treated for an infection in his eye at a hospital in Camp Itterbury, Indiana.
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Ensign Gilbert W. Faust, on leave of absence from the Chemistry Department, CSTC, has completed a five-month course in Pre-Radar electronics and electrical engineering at Princeton University, Princeton, N. J., and has reported for instruction in Radar at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Boston. Ensign Faust received his commission in the Naval Reserve in March.

Ensign Sidney Berg of the Naval Air Corps, Jacksonville, Florida, has been home on a 60 day sick leave following an airplane crash in which he was severely injured. Ensign Berg is returning to Jacksonville this week.

Lt. Ted J. Meyer is in France in the medical corps. He states that he is getting a lot of experience in minor surgery. Ted also remarked, "The French people have the finest spirit and want to reconstruct the nation."

T/Sgt. Don Abraham has a California APO number and will soon be reporting his company in New Guinea.

Some of our boys who are still stationed in our country and who are in our group have been meeting other officers, Cpl. Mace Atwood of Oak Bridge, Tennessee, who saw T/Sgt. Don Aucutt of Berry Field at Nashville. Ensign Charles V. Dodge Jr. and his wife met Lt. Sam Barton and his wife at Miami, Fla.

Inquiring Reporter

This week Inquiring Reporter's question was "What does CSTC need most?"

LeRoy Plunkett: "More boys, more athletics, and more and better looking girls."

Adeline Theisen and Virginia Bridger: "More boys have been meeting other officers, Cpl. Mace Atwood of Oak Bridge, Tennessee, who saw T/Sgt. Don Aucutt of Berry Field at Nashvillle. Ensign Charles V. Dodge Jr. and his wife met Lt. Sam Barton and his wife at Miami, Fla."
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Book Selection Discussed

"The Selection of Children's Books" was the subject discussed by Miss Alleen MacGeorge, librarian at the Public library, when she talked to the members of the Primary Council last Monday evening. After the talk, questions were asked and the group examined the children's books Miss MacGeorge brought with her.

Miss MacGeorge invited the members of Primary Council and any students interested to visit the display of children's books and original illustrations which will be exhibited at the Public library next week.

** STUDENTS ENJOY PARTY **

A large number of CSTM students made a rousing success of the Halloween party held on October 28 in the Training school gymnasium. The party was sponsored by the members of the college with the help of Coach George R. Berg.

The evening was spent, for the most part, in dancing, and several games and contests were conducted. The Men's Glee club sang a few selections in which they were joined by the party-goers.

The climax of the evening was reached when the choice of the men of CSTM, Gloria Heimbruch, was crowned as queen, with Richard Walczak as her king.

Doughnuts and cider were served to the guests.
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Newman Club Meets

Forty-four Catholic students were initiated into Newman club at a candle light ceremony at the Demonstration school on the evening of Thursday, October 26. At a brief business meeting which followed the initiation, Ann Kelly was elected secretary to replace Ruth Phelan, who has joined the Air Wacs. Other officers are president, Florence Flugaur; vice-president, Ed Nighbor; and treasurer, Jackie Bregger.

Catholic marriage was chosen as the topic of discussion for the year. The course will be conducted by Father John McGinley and Father Donald Theisen, pastor and assistant of Saint Stephen's church, respectively.

After the business meeting, a chili supper was served from a table decorated with small wax pumpkins and orange candles.

YWCA Initiates

Thirty-two girls were recognized as members of YWCA at a candle light service. The ceremony was held Thursday, October 26, in the recreation room of Nelson Hall.

The service was conducted by Joyce Rathke and Irene Mork. Eulah Walter sang two selections — "Conolation," and "Morning, Noon and Night," accompanied by Lucille Tanner. The new members took the pledge and lit their candles while Marion Grossman played "Onward Christian Soldiers".

The service ended with a prayer by Irene Mork and the song, "Follow the Gleam." The next meeting will be November 9.